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ABSTRACT
Over the course of the last decade, the field of reliable distributed systems has been extended to include
security against malicious actions by non‐cooperating processes. This important topic is nowadays known as
"Byzantine fault‐tolerance."
The tutorial addresses fundamental programming abstractions in distributed environments, including the
notions of broadcast, shared storage, and consensus. It is well‐known how to implement them in systems
subject to uncertainty and (benign) failures. The main part of the tutorial shows how to realize these
concepts in environments subject to Byzantine faults, based on recent research results. The presentation will
demonstrate how several algorithms for tolerating Byzantine faults arise naturally from the evolution of
algorithms that tolerate benign faults.
In particular, it focuses on reliable broadcast, shared memory, and consensus.
STRUCTURE
1. Models and assumptions
2. Reliable broadcast ‐Definition in the crash‐failure model ‐Issues with the definition in the Byzantine
model ‐Byzantine consistent broadcast ‐Byzantine reliable broadcast
3. Shared memory ‐Model of registers with Byzantine failures ‐Byzantine masking
quorum ‐Authenticated‐Data byzantine quorum
4. Consensus ‐Common model for leader‐driven consensus ‐Consensus with crash failures
(Paxos‐consensus, Lamport) ‐Byzantine consensus (PBFT‐consensus, Castro‐Liskov)
5. Conclusion
PREREQUISITES
The audience should be familiar with basic notions of protocols for building reliable distributed systems that
are exposed to crash failures. No particular knowledge in security is required.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
This tutorial is based on the recently published book "Introduction to Reliable and Secure Distributed
Programming", by Cachin, Guerraoui, and Rodrigues. It represents the second edition of the successful
book "Introduction to Reliable Distributed Programming" by Guerraoui and Rodrigues. Website with
supporting material available at http://www.distributedprogramming.net/
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